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Feature

Photo Above: Traditional roman blinds with blackout lining compliment home, add privacy; Photo Top Right:
Mahogany desk evokes home’s history; Photo Center Right: Original pocket doors between sunroom and office
were maintained for tradition, function; Photo Right Bottom: Office flows into sunroom for airiness

Beauty by Design: Donna Lazar
W

ith the recent Designer Show
House event, one of Turlock’s
historic homes received a face-lift
that will see the Sierra Drive beauty
looking fabulous well into her second
century.

Turlock Living met with interior designer
Donna Lazar to learn how she combined
the best of tradition and modernity to
create functional beauty in her Show
House design, and get her advice for
achieving that same effect in our own
homes.

Lazar was immediately drawn to the 1939
home’s grand sunroom and attached office.
“To build a sunroom like that today, with
the wood windows, would be prohibitive,”
Lazar says, while she calls the attached
office “the gem of the home.” The original
poured concrete floor, scored in a diamond
pattern, is an excellent example of the
technique, while the wood paneling, also
original to the home, is “stained so
beautifully it looks really rich.” Lazar
explains, “I decided to keep it. I think
people appreciated I wanted to keep the
integrity of the home.”
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The home was built for the late Dr. Sidney
Olson. The present homeowners recall
being patients in that very office as
children, so cherishing the home’s history
was more than just design for the
homeowners, it was personal. The
mahogany kneehole desk that holds pride
of place in the center of the office was Dr.
Olson’s own desk. Lazar had the piece
refreshed rather than completely
refinished, highlighting the marks of a
piece that has been well used and well
loved over time.
Lazar’s design also made the sunroom
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more useable. The room’s frontage onto
the street left the homeowners feeling
exposed. Lazar used roman shades with
blackout shades mounted behind, for
increased privacy.

“The vision for this room was like a
sanctuary. Where you could read a book,
have a cup of coffee or a glass of wine,
feel you were outside yet connected to the
rest of the house.” The designer was
gratified so many visitors called the result
“calming and soothing.”

The four-time ‘Best of the 209’ winner’s
design philosophy is “to enhance my
client’s taste and desires. It’s not about
me.” She is well aware working with a
design expert can be intimidating.

“It’s an intimate relationship,” she
describes, “going into peoples’ homes,
bedrooms, bathrooms…” Communication
and comfort are crucial. A good interior
designer should make the client “not feel
intimidated to say what they want,” Lazar
says, not just about getting the look right,
but about the cost as well. “I’m very
budget conscious. I work with peoples’
parameters.” Her goal is simple: “It’s my
job to please the client.”

What is Lazar’s top advice for those of us
contemplating a home design redo—or just
a refresh?

She leans forward. “It’s okay not to follow
a trend.” Colors, furniture placement and
styles, “it’s what works in your space.”
Have your heart set on a very strong or
restrictive design style? “Things have to be
functional,” Lazar cautions, “unless you
have a huge home where you can afford to
be more aesthetic” and have a room that is
rarely used. This is where a professional’s
advice can really be helpful. “You can still
be functional and have good design.”

With the increase in men who are “in tune
with the look of their home,” Lazar
sometimes has to be “a bit of a
psychologist” when it comes to dealing
with the conflicting design wish lists of
wives and husbands.

But Donna Lazar wouldn’t have it any
other way. “When I finish a job, I feel like
I’ve made a new friend.”

For more information, visit
Donna Lazar Interior Design
donnalazar.com or call 209.541.7176
View more images of 2018’s Design Show
House at facebook.com/Turlockshowhouse

What about the ‘HGTV Effect’? Lazar is
thrilled men are being encouraged to
express their design desires.

“It’s not a taboo thing now for a man to
say ‘I’m picking out colors’ or ‘I’m
shopping for light fixtures.’” They may
also be drawn to the many new products
that allow them to go hands-on, including
refinishing family heirloom pieces to
integrate them into modern designs.
“There’s a lot of new media now, like
chalk paint. They’re so easy to use, very
easy to apply,” Lazar says.
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